BUSINESS ANALYSIS

CORE SERVICES

MANAGED TESTING

NON-FUNCTIONAL TESTING

Assurance to
succeed
For a project to be successful, it needs to deliver a
solution that both meets expectations, and performs
exceptionally. If one of these aspects is missing, the
solution can fail. Getting sound assurance throughout
the project can help ensure success.
Qual IT’s Business Analysis Service provides
organisations with independent advice and
assistance throughout a project, from scoping
through to benefit realisation.
Our Business Analysts (BAs) are highly skilled and
knowledgeable across many different industry and
organisation types.

Obtaining a complete, unbiased view
Business analysis is key to the success of
any IT project. However, it comes down
to what BAs you use to shape the project.
Often internal BAs lack a wider picture of
best practice across the industry.
On the other hand, vendor BAs will
ultimately push towards their solution as

the best one for you. It may do what you
need it to, but there also may be even better
options in the market.
An independent, external BA can provide
insights and unbiased opinions and findings
that internal, or vendor supplied BAs just
can’t.

TEST PARTNERSHIP

We’re ready to ease your mind
Qual IT’s Business Analysis Service
provides organisations with an
independent view of their processes,
projects and requirements. With a pool of
highly skilled and industry knowledgeable
staff, Qual IT can provide confidence from
the very beginning of projects through to
completion.
We come with no preference for a
particular methodology or technology
solution and will instead recommend
the option that is best suited to your
organisation and need, even if the answer
is not IT at all.

We can provide resources to gather,
collate and clarify the different required
information to create a complete
business case. This helps to determine the
legitimacy of a particular project and a
direction in which to take. Our BAs will
gather and document all the requirements
from different areas of the organisation
while ensuring that they are setting the
project up to match expectation. Critically,
Qual IT BAs ensure all requirements are
testable, solidifying quality through the
entire process.

Qual IT can assist in mapping back to
requirements, ensuring that the solution
will be able to do what the requirements
need it to do and in a way that is
complementary to business rules and
other requirements.
Once a project is completed and
implemented, we can assist with benefit
realisation and ensuring that business
processes are aligned to the new solution.
This can help your organisation reach its
full potential through the investment.

Throughout a solution selection phase

Outcomes of Qual IT’s Business Analysis
Service

Qual IT’s Business Analysis Service

• Pragmatic and independent analysis

• Business case preparation

• Testable requirements

• Enterprise analysis

• Clear, shared understanding between project owner and solutions
deliverer

• User requirements gathering and documenting

• Increased quality coverage

• Independent solution evaluation and selection
• Requirement management throughout solution implementation

• Identification of gap between business process and requirements
• Early analysis for test strategy and planning

• Process design, mapping and improvement
• Methodology and solution agnostic analysts

• Decreased testing requirements

Are you ready for the challenge?
Qual IT provides IT quality assurance services to some of New Zealand’s largest and most
successful organisations. Clients partner with Qual IT to gain greater confidence that their
major IT investments will deliver.
We help organisations begin with the end in mind, focussing on how best to achieve a quality
return on IT investments. From developing the initial IT strategy, scoping projects through to
delivery and maintenance, Qual IT help you focus on what’s critical to getting a successful
outcome.
Qual IT is here with a qualified, capable team and equipped with proven processes and tools
to ensure you get it right throughout the entire journey.
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